Content of Religious and Secular Spheres under the two definitions of religion

State entry into religious sphere requires secular purpose and neutral effect.

Secular Sphere = 
Religious Sphere =

### Popular Discriminatory Definition of Religion
- (Religion: belief in god and the supernatural)
  - Secular Sphere - Views Included
  - Information re mundane subjects and nontheistic views re cause and nature of life and how it should be lived
  - Theistic views re cause, nature and purpose of life
  - Life is a creation made for a purpose using God's wisdom to guide life
  - Religious Sphere Views Excluded

### Functional - Legal - Inclusive Definition of Religion
- (Religion: organized beliefs about matters of ultimate concern)
  - Secular Sphere - Views Included
  - Information re mundane subjects
  - Theistic and non-theistic views re causes, nature and purpose of life
  - Life arises from matter as an occurrence without inherent purpose
  - Use "reason" and natural science to guide life
  - VS.
  - Life is a creation made for a purpose
  - Use wisdom of God to guide life
  - Religious Sphere - State must exclude or treat views neutrally

Science is functionally religious by being close minded re matters of ultimate concern

Science is functionally secular (non-religious) by being open-minded re matters of ultimate concern